
 Framework Training: Middle School Multi-level System of Support Scenario 

About: Anytown Middle School is a rural Wisconsin school of 675 students in grades 6 - 8. Student 1 

demographics follow: 2 

1% Amer Indian; 5% Asian; 1% Black; 3% Hispanic; 0% Pacific Islander; 85% White; 5% Two or more 3 

52% eligible for subsidized lunch, 13% Students with Disabilities, 3% Limited English Proficiency 4 

Background: Anytown Middle School has had an established multi-level system of support for behavior 5 

(PBIS) for five years and reading for three. To begin their RtI journey for mathematics, the school 6 

leadership team explored trend data, revealing overall low and stagnant student achievement in 7 

mathematics, with lower achievement for their students of color and students with disabilities. The 8 

leadership team shared the school’s longitudinal data with and engaged staff in exploring options for 9 

action, including site visits, and book studies on RtI implementation for mathematics. Based on 10 

successful outcomes of RtI for reading and behavior, teachers were on board to begin implementing a 11 

multi-level system of support for mathematics as well. The school mathematics chair led the charge, but 12 

all teachers of mathematics had a voice and role in implementation. 13 

Universal Level of Support: Anytown Middle School began implementation by analyzing and committing 14 

to solidifying practices at the universal level of support for mathematics, as it impacts all students.  15 

High Quality Instruction: First, the team identified insufficient instructional time in mathematics as a 16 

major contributing factor to low achievement. Through a difficult reprioritization process, they 17 

revamped the master schedule to ensure that each student at every grade level had a 60-minute 18 

uninterrupted block of universal mathematics instruction every day. Since students with disabilities 19 

received math instruction via a separate curriculum and pacing guide, they also identified unequal 20 

access to grade level content as another contributing factor. In response, the school committed to 21 

implementing an inclusive co-teaching model. Finally, the team acknowledged that – with some notable 22 

exceptions - their mathematics instruction was primarily delivered in low-level discourse classroom 23 

environments (that is, following a traditional homework review-lecture-practice model). To meet the 24 

demands of the content and practice standards of the Common Core, they recognized that students 25 

would need to be engaged in predominantly high-level discourse classrooms with high depth of 26 

knowledge tasks every day. 27 

Throughout the first year of implementation, general and special education teacher teams engaged in 28 

ongoing staff development to deliver rigorous CCSM-based lessons embedded within high discourse-29 

based classroom environments. To address disproportionate instructional access, Universal Design for 30 

Learning (UDL) and culturally responsive practices were modeled and infused in staff development 31 

sessions. A well-respected veteran teacher, already strong in these practices, was provided instruction in 32 

peer coaching and given a teaching schedule with one less prep than his colleagues. On a regularly 33 

scheduled basis, this teacher-coach used this time to plan, model, observe, and give feedback to 34 

colleagues on implementing discourse strategies in the classroom. The principal also provided a floating 35 

sub on a scheduled basis throughout the school year so that colleagues could observe these strategies in 36 

practice in their peer teacher-coach’s classroom.  37 

Collaboration: Through years of RtI implementation for reading and behavior, Anytown Middle School 38 

has established strong collaborative practices, using norms, roles, and protocols to keep meetings 39 

focused and productive. Grade level house teams have been meeting weekly to review behavioral and 40 

reading data and discuss preventative support strategies and re-teaching opportunities to put in place 41 

across classrooms to address common concerns. Focused instruction and practice with goal-setting, 42 

study skills, organizational skills, and academic vocabulary have regularly topped this list of universal 43 

supports for students. Teams also used this collaborative time to establish procedures for ongoing 44 

communication with families regarding student progress and to promote family engagement. 45 

General education mathematics teachers also met weekly over the past two years to build a shared 46 

understanding of the Common Core Standards for Mathematics, set benchmarks for each quarter in 6
th

 47 

– 8
th

 grade, develop common quarterly assessments to gauge progress toward benchmarks, and craft 48 
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student-friendly I Can statements. With a renewed focus on co-teaching and discourse practices, special 49 

education teachers and paraprofessionals have now joined this standing team. 50 

Balanced Assessment: The mathematics team began in the spring to use data to plan for the following 51 

school year. The team analyzes a combination of existing data (including attendance, grades, behavior 52 

reports, teacher observation and DEWS score) along with common assessments to screen whether 53 

students are on track to be successful with Algebra I concepts or higher by the time they complete 54 

eighth grade. The team collaboratively develops a plan for students below and above grade-level 55 

benchmarks (see Selected and Intensive Levels of Support section below). The team tracks this data two 56 

additional times throughout the school year to gauge progress and adjust accordingly. 57 

At the beginning of each quarter, teachers administer a pre-assessment based on the major grade level 58 

concepts ahead for the next nine weeks. During the first two weeks of each quarter, the mathematics 59 

team reviews this pre-assessment data to identify overall patterns at each grade level and plan 60 

instructional priorities. They write a quarterly SMART goal for each grade and share strategies to focus 61 

instruction to meet that goal. The team reports out their goal and progress made at all-staff meetings 62 

and school leadership team meetings as well.  63 

Selected and Intensive Levels of Support. Additional time allocated toward Universal mathematics 64 

instruction and in-class co-teaching support will allow teachers more in-class time and opportunity to 65 

reach a broader range of student needs. However, the team is also aware that some of their students 66 

will still be in need of support beyond the reach of the classroom, below and above.  67 

For students below benchmark, the goal is to support their success with the Common Core. To that end, 68 

Anytown MS first uses a digging deeper process to discover whether the need is academic, language-69 

based, social-emotional, behavioral, and/or environmental in nature. For students moderately below 70 

benchmark, grade level house teams select from a pre-established menu of research-based 71 

interventions for each area of need to develop a matching plan of additional support (e.g. Check-72 

In/Check-Out; mindset interventions; rational number concept study; guided math skill groups). For 73 

students well below benchmark, a school-wide problem-solving team (including the principal, school 74 

counselor, mathematics teachers, parents, and the student) convenes to create more intensive, 75 

individualized plans of intervention (e.g. double-dose math classes). Student voice and choice play a 76 

major role in this process.  77 

For students moderately above benchmark, teachers create compacted curriculum and extensions of the 78 

Common Core based on pre-assessment data on a unit-by-unit basis. For students well above 79 

benchmark, Anytown MS convenes the school-wide problem-solving team, including the district G/T 80 

coordinator.  The team begins with a digging deeper process to gauge the student’s current ceiling of 81 

mathematical understanding, then identifies specific goals and benchmarks for each student.  They then 82 

develop and document individualized plans, drawing from a district menu of research-based additional 83 

challenges (e.g. subject acceleration, mentoring, and course options). These plans often include 84 

supports needed for students to be successful (e.g. skill gap instruction, organizational skills). As before, 85 

student voice and choice play a major role in this process.  86 

Interventions and additional challenges are delivered during a school-wide Prevention / Intervention / 87 

Enrichment (PIE) block for all teachers and students. This “all-hands-on-deck” approach allows the 88 

school to capitalize on a greater range of staff expertise and form cross-grade, needs-based student 89 

groups of varying sizes. Group instruction is planned for six weeks, though individual students can be 90 

moved during this time based on need. Teachers delivering interventions and additional challenges 91 

collect and review progress-monitoring data with students, the mathematics classroom teacher, and the 92 

student’s family on a regularly scheduled basis. Every four weeks, grade level house teams and the 93 

school-wide student problem solving team review progress-monitoring data, gauge how students are 94 

responding to their additional support plans and adjust accordingly. Both teams use protocols to guide 95 

decisions on whether to maintain, fade, or increase each student’s level of support.  96 


